Let AB be a core in F and p € ©AB. It is easy to see that peA (peB) if and only if p is the greatest element of A (the least element of B).
The family of all cores is ordered by the relation d defined by the following formula A1B1 ^ A2B2 iff A1 is an initial segment of A2 and S.j is a final segment of Bg .
The following lemma will be very useful in our considerations: Lemma 1 ([3]« p.62). If P is an ordered set with FPP and AB is a core in P then 2)AB has FPP too.
Applications of FPP

Theorem
1. An ordered set P has FPP if and only if for every core AB in P, 2)AB has ^ FPP.
Proof. By Lemma 1, only the part "if" must be verified. Let f : P -P be an order-preserving function. Denote by £ the family of all cores AB in P such that ( V x e A.)x4 f (x) and ( V y e B)f (y) < y.
This family (ordered by the relation satisfies the assumption of the Kuratowski-Zorn Lemma. Indeed, if kj^Aj^j i el} is a z< -chain in fc, then (M A,, U B4) is a core fulfillViel 1 iel V ing the above conditions. Let AB a ¿-maximal element of t. 3)kB is closed with respect to f, therefore, by ^ FPP, there exists peS>AB which is comparable to f(p), say p^f(p). Consider A^ » Au|p,f(p)|. A^B is a core. It is easy to see that A-jBet and ABi^B. Thus A^B -AB, so p e A and f(p) eA. It is possible in the only case when both p and f(p) are equal to the greatest element of A. This completes the proof.
The rest of this paper is devoted to applications of Theorem 1. In fact, first such application was in where the following theorem was proved (however without using the name "¿PPP" in the proof): is an order in Pt) has FPP as well. The proof of this Theorem in [4] consists of two stages: the first one containing the statement due to U. Hoft and H. Hoft (see [1] , p.995) that such an ordered sum has j FPP, and the second one with a proof of the following fact: for every «ore AB in M P+, 2)AB is again an ordered sum (with teT z an index set having FPP) of some family of posets with FPP.
By Theorem 1, it gives us FPP for IJ P+.
teT * The second application of Theorem 1 gives a contribution to the product problem for the fixed point property. Denote by (1) the following statement: (1) for every pair of posets P,Q with FPP, P* Q has FPP (recall that P* Q is ordered by the conjunction of orders in P and Q). Let (2) be the following statement:
(2) for every pair of posets P,Q with FPP, P* Q has ^ FPP Theorem mentioned below reduces conjecture (1) to conjecture (2) . Theorem 3. Statements (1) and (2) are equivalent. Proof.
As (1) trivially implies (2) , it is enough to show the converse implication. Let P and Q have FPP and AB be a core in P* Q. It is easy to see that if AP = = {xeP: (3 ye Q)(x,y) e A), Aq «{yeQ: ( 3 x e P) (x,y) e A} and Bp, Bq are defined analogously then ApBp, AQBQ are cores in P, and Q, respectively and 3aB = 5)ApBp*i9AQBQ. By Lemma 1, fiApBp and SJA^Bg have PPP. Thus, by (2), 3!AB has ^ FPP. By Theorem 1, the result follows.
3. Various orders in the disjoint sum of posets Let T and L be sets ordered by relations ^ and ^ , respectively. Let {Pt: t eT| be a disjoint family of ordered sets and, for teT, let 4 ^ be an order in P^. Assume that, for every teT, L is embeddable into P^ via an order-preserving injection ft (i.e. x ^ y iff f(x) < t f(y) for x,y eL).
Let us write L^ for an image ft{L) and a* for a value f+(a). For p e I J P+, let t(p) be the unique teT such that L ** C peP+. Let I "J P+ denote the set (J P+ ordered by a rela-' teT teT x tion ^ which is defined by the following formula: p ^ ^ q iff Our aim is to establish FPP for Q P t in relation to FPP teT ' of P t , T and L. We start from an easy lemma which gives some L basic facts concerning P+. It results g(p) < t g(q)» The argumentation in other cases o (i.e. s1 = tQ 4 s2, s1 t tQ = s2) is similar and we leave it ta..ihe reader.
Let pQ be a fixed point of g. If pQ is a fixed point of f too then the proof is finished. Otherwise, f(pQ) i^x * Let f(t(p0J) = t.,. Therefore T has FPP , (iii) for eaoh t, 1 is completely embeddable into P+. L Thus U p t has PPP# Proof.
By Theorem 1, it is enough to prove that for L each core AB in I J P+, 2)AB has i PPP. We make it in several teT 1 ^ stages. We assume for simplicity that A 4 0 and B = 0.
I. First, we consider the case that there exists tQ such that A n Pt 4 0 / BnP t • We 3179 8°i n 8 to prove that §Z>AB = II. Prom now on we assume that for each teT, at least one of the sets AnP^, BaP{ is empty. We tend to prove that S)AB * U Pi for some disjoint family {pi: teT'} and posets teT 1 ' J T', L' satisfying conditions (i), (ii), (iii). By Lemma 3, it will give ^ PPP for S)AB.
II.1. Let us denote« o 0 o
Observe, that S)AB is a oore in T, so, by Lemma 1, T' has FPP (in particular, T' is nonempty). 11.2. Now, we prove that L' is a nonempty set. Observe, that for arbitrary pe A and q e B we have t(p)<t(q) (otherwise, Ar>P t 4 0 4 Bnp { for some t). Therefore we can choose such element Sp^ of L that To show this, assume that A<-,P t = 0 = Bn? t and p € S) (0'1'*).
It follows ftpom II.3,. that 0' t ,1' % e S> AB. Hence 0'* < t p^V* implies that peS)AB. Thus 2)(0' 1' *) £ P t n 2)AB. Conversely, let peP t n®AB and x e A. This means that x p, hence t(x)< t(p) (otherwise xeAnP^). Therefore there exists b x in L such that Let p^Lq. We can assume that t(p)<t(q). Thus a*^ and q for some a. It is easy to see that is in S)AB. Therefore a e L' and p ^ •¡yq/lt finishes the proof of Theorem 4. Figure 3 shows that the assumption (iii) cannot be dropped from Theorem 4. A function, which is represented in this Figure by arrows, is order-preserving and fixed point free. On Figure 3 The fixed point pro party 1J_ presented in Figure 4 , is known as having FPP (see [2] , p.290) although its L (a four-crown) is not a lattioe. Figure 4 Last of all, we show an application of the last theorem. Let us consider the following statement: (3) for every poset with FPP, P« P has FPP .
It is a result of J.W. Walker ([53, Remark 7.1) that (3) is equivalent to the statement (1) mentioned in the seotion 1. We present Walker's proof shortened by using Theorem 4. It is enough to prove that (3) implies (1). Let P and Q be disjoint posets with FPP and p,q be fixed elements of P,Q, respectively. Consider r which is neither in P nor in Q. Let R • = PuQufr} be a poset which is built up as in Figure 5 . L Obviously, 8 is IJ P t with 3-element fence 0>2<1 as T, teT P Q s p, p = Q, P 2 = {r} arid a singleton as a lattioe L. By Theorem 4, R has FPP. Applying (3) to R, we obtain that R*R has FPP. Obviously, both P and Q are retracts of R thus P* Q is a retract of R * R. Therefore P * Q has FPP. Figure 5 
